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AHCA Unveils Newest Ad in “Care Not Cuts”  

Informational Campaign 
“Rehab” spot highlights skilled nursing facilities post-acute care focus;  

warns against cuts to sector 

Washington, DC – To increase awareness regarding skilled nursing facilities’ growing 

prominence in post-acute care and warn against additional cuts to the sector, the American 

Health Care Association (AHCA) today launched the latest television spot in its nationwide 

informational ad campaign, “Care Not Cuts.”  

“We must shed current perceptions that nursing homes are only for those who need long term 

care. Skilled nursing facilities are also a place where people can rehabilitate and receive 

necessary treatment before returning home,” said Governor Mark Parkinson, President & CEO of 

AHCA. “Congress must especially be aware of this progression of care because additional cuts 

to skilled nursing facilities would only drive up health care and taxpayers costs. Restricting 

access to skilled nursing facilities will force more seniors to remain in the hospital for longer, 

pricier periods of time, or go home before they’re fully recovered; eventually sending them back 

to the expensive emergency room.”  

Airing throughout the DC Beltway beginning today, “Rehab” features a senior who, after being 

in the hospital, received his post-acute care from a nursing home and then returned home. The 

text of the spot is as follows:  

Two years ago I was in the hospital. They discharged me, but at home, my wife couldn’t 

provide the care and rehab I still needed.  

Unless there was a place for me, we’d probably both wind up in the hospital. 

This skilled nursing facility provided the rehab to help me regain my independence. 

But if Congress votes to cut Medicaid and Medicare, this place won’t be available. 

What would I do then?  

What would you do then?  

Tell Congress you support care, not cuts. 



As Congress finds way to reduce the deficit, “Care Not Cuts” is designed to ensure federal 

lawmakers understand the vital need to preserve, protect and defend U.S. seniors’ access to 

quality skilled nursing and rehabilitative care. The informational campaign will continue 

throughout the remainder of 2011 to draw attention to the fact local nursing homes and assisted 

living facilities are a critical part of the health care continuum. This second flight of “Care Not 

Cuts” will also include radio, online and Metro transit ad placements throughout the Beltway. 

“AHCA isn’t only calling on Congress to prevent additional cuts to the sector; we want to help 

find solutions to the budget crisis,” continued Parkinson. “Skilled nursing facilities are providing 

long term and post-acute care in a cost-effective manner, and we are currently developing 

proposals that can help Congress find savings while still maintaining quality care.” 

To view “Rehab,” please visit www.youtube.com/ahcancalstream. To learn more about “Care 

Not Cuts,” please visit www.carenotcuts.org.    
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ABOUT THE AMERICAN HEALTH CARE ASSOCIATION 

As the nation’s largest association of long term and post-acute care providers, the American Health Care 

Association (AHCA) advocates for quality care and services for frail, elderly and disabled Americans. 

Compassionate and caring employees provide essential care to one million individuals in our 11,000 not-

for-profit and proprietary member facilities. 
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